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7 September 2009 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
GPOBox3131 
Canberra, ACT, 2601 

Dear MadamISir 

Re: Collective Bargaining Notifications CB 00081 - CB00137 lodged by PaintRight Ltd 
And response from: 
Robert Guy, Chief Executive Officer, 3D Paint Store (Holdings) Ltd 

I am writing to advise that I have received Mr. Guy's response to PaintRight Ltd's collective 
bargaining notifications, and contend that Mr. Guy has failed to understand the basis upon which 
these notifications have been submitted. 

PaintRight Ltd is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee. PaintRight Ltd, its Board of 
Directors, its management, and members MUST, by law, conduct their business in a manner that 
is compliant with the Trade Practices Act and any subsequent direction & guidance of the 
ACCC. Whether PaintRight Ltd is a franchise is irrelevant to its collective bargaining 
notifications. The company conducts its business as required by the laws of Australia. 

It is a nonsense for Mr. Guy to contend that "the proposed collective bargaining arrangements 
don't appear to impose the same disclosure obligations" as 3D. 

It is also nonsense for Mr. Guy to contend "the proposed collective bargaining arrangement 
sought by PaintRight would effectively provide its group o@ce and members with the benefis of 
a franchise operation, without the costs and regulatory compliance obligarions of a franchise 
operation". AS stated, PaintRight Ltd fulfills itsibligations as a not-for-Gofit company limited 
by guarantee to the best of its collective ability under the laws of Australia. 

Mr. Guy also contends that inequity would exist between 3D and PaintRight Ltd due to these 
collective bargaining notifications. There is no evidence to suggest that any relationships 3D has 
with any suppliers included in PaintRight Ltd's collective bargaining notifications will be 
adversely affected in any way. His comments fails to understand that PaintRight Ltd seeks these 
collective bargaining notifications to provide greater transparency of the company's interaction 
with its suppliers, operating as a minority group within the highly competitive paint retailing 
environment. 
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I hope that Mr. Guy's objection to PaintRight Ltd's collective bargaining notifications does not 
adversely affect the outcome o f  a process that our company has undertaken in good faith. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Mark Geraghty 
General Manager - Group Development 
PaintRight Ltd 

Phone (03) 8742 9333 
Mobile 0418889950 
Email markg@paintright.com.au 
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